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The Bryce Jordan Center
2:30 p.m.
National Anthem
by Francis Scott Key

O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming;
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air
Gave proof thro’ the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!

Alma Mater
by Fred Lewis Pattee

For the glory of old State,
For her founders, strong and great,
For the future that we wait,
Raise the song, raise the song,

Sing our love and loyalty,
Sing our hopes that, bright and free,
Rest, O Mother dear, with thee.
All with thee, all with thee.

When we stood at childhood’s gate,
Shapeless in the hands of fate,
Thou didst mold us, dear old State,
Dear old State, dear old State.

May no act of ours bring shame
To one heart that loves thy name,
May our lives but swell thy fame,
Dear old State, dear old State!
Message from Levon T. Esters, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of the J. Jeffrey and Ann Marie Fox Graduate School

To each of our graduates who has earned an advanced degree today, the culmination of your significant accomplishments personifies the ideals that have established Penn State as one of the world's premier educational institutions and research universities. With your graduate training, I am confident you will make tangible, positive impacts on human and economic development, promote a better understanding of our global and diverse communities, cultivate an enhanced civic and cultural climate, and ensure the continued advancement of professional practice.

As you go forward with your advanced degrees, at every opportunity seek out and get to know individuals who are different from you, in any and every respect. Diversity in every dimension ensures you will be exposed to different experiences, perspectives, and invariably leads to expanding your intellectual growth. Intellectual diversity is critical to solve the truly complex problems that are facing us today, and to prepare you to be contributing members of what has become an increasingly global community.

Throughout your graduate education journey, you received a tremendous level of support from faculty and staff, from your friends and family, and from peers and colleagues. As you strive to make your mark on the world, I encourage you to pay it forward — be the support, the inspiration, the guiding voice for your fellow community members so that we can all contribute to improving society.

Without question, there is a need for leaders who take responsibility, apply knowledge, critical thinking, and evidence-based decision-making, collaborate across boundaries, and lead with integrity, all of which exemplify graduate education. You are indeed one of those critical leaders we celebrate today and will rely upon in the future.

Mae Jemison, a scientist, doctor, and the first African American to fly in space, offers this advice: “Never be limited by other people’s limited imaginations.” Your intellect is what makes you unique, and it is the source of what you think is possible. Remember always to stay true to yourself. You are each well-prepared to take on the considerable challenges we face, and I have no doubt your impact will be purposeful. As you go forward, be well and please continue to expand on the difference you are already making in the world.
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This program contains the list of candidates for graduation as of July 1, 2024. Students who indicated their intent to graduate after that production date are not listed.

Subject to completion of all degree requirements, degrees will be conferred as indicated upon the individuals listed herein and upon such others as may meet the requirements.

Dear Graduates:

If you have questions about your name or degree listed in this program, please reach out to Office of Theses and Dissertations at gradthesis@psu.edu.

Congratulations on your achievements!

---

**Advanced Degrees**

**The J. Jeffrey and Ann Marie Fox Graduate School**

**Doctor of Education**

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Michael O’Dellick

HIGHER EDUCATION
Maria D. Yoder

**Doctor of Engineering**

ENGINEERING
Bradley Joseph Sottile

**Doctor of Musical Arts**

PIANO PERFORMANCE
Xuan Song
Daniyar Yessimkhanov

**Doctor of Philosophy**

ACOUSTICS
Jacob Charles Elliott
Zachary T. Jones
Daniel K. Watson

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Christopher Joseph Axten
Ricardo Bruga Nogueira Branco
Pierce Hart
Mollik Nayyar
Ghanghoon Paik
Mariano Daniel Scaramal
Vitor Tumelero Valente

AGRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
Thomas Matthew McVey

AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANT SCIENCE
Ivan Lopez Valdivia

AMERICAN STUDIES
Nathaniel Davis

ANATOMY
Melinda Lee Johnson
Jackson Radler

ANIMAL SCIENCE
Sergio F. Cueva Welchez
Tanya Muratori

ANTHROPOLOGY
America Matilda Campillo
Abigail S. Ganz
Margarita Hernandez
Sterling Wright

APPLIED LINGUISTICS
Eunhae Cho
Sarah Jackson
Yulia Sergeyeyeva Khoruzhaya
Xinyin Qiu
Yuanheng Wang

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Nima Aminpour
Goncalo Duarte
Laura Elizabeth Hinkle
Rugved Kore
Seongjun Park
Shayan Shayesteh
Wangyang Song
Nan Wang
Yuwei Wang
Zhengyu Wu
Chen Xia
Seyed Hossein Zargar

ARCHITECTURE
Ozguc Bertug Capunaman

ART EDUCATION
Munire Burçak Gezeroglu Christensen
Eunjin Kim

ART EDUCATION, DUAL TITLE IN WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
Eunkyung Hwang

ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS
Alexander Belles
Joseph Colosimo
Mark Abaimova Wells
Fan Zou

ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS, DUAL TITLE IN ASTROBIOLOGY
Andrea Lin
Michael Louis Palumbo III

BIOBEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Samuel W. Stull
Karina Van Bogart
Katja Waldron

Neuroscience Option
Margaret Bedillion

BIOCHEMISTRY, MICROBIOLOGY, AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Catherine Ambrosia Douds
Mark Allen Frank
Kattadige Oshadhi Thilakkana Jayasinghe
Yi Li
Terry Renee Blaszczak Ruskoski

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Dennis Chun Yin Chan
Haoyang Chen
Qiong Li
Lauren Puschall
Joshua Reynolds
Connor Watson

BIOINFORMATICS AND GENOMICS
G. M. Jonaid
Chunyu Ma
Xinru Zhang

BIOLOGY
Trinity Conn
Nicolas Shogo Locatelli
Ellie Mainou
Chen Osborne
Lan-Nhi Phung
Fuhan Yang

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Samantha Berry
Faheem Ershad
Ali Kazemi

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Laura Ioana Budurlean
Esther Sue Choi
Sarah Allison Kazzaz
Lindsey Marie Pale
Kushal Saha

Virology and Immunology Option
Jordan Chang
Madison Martin

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES, DUAL TITLE IN CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCES
Mayura Randhir Singh Dhamdhere
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Vincent Castellani
Dongsheng Li
Paul Richardson
Siyu Shi
Muhan Zhang

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Jianming Cui
Sarah Freeburne
Michael William Geitner
Seokhoon Jang
Ritwick Kali
Yi-Chen Lan
Mirko Minervini
Sean Timothy Okonsky
Joshua M. Peles
Nayan Saikia
Jark-Wah Andrew Wong

CHEMISTRY
Subhra Kanti Das
Anthony Phillip Katona
Margaret G. Lakomy
Lauren McKinley
Mica Leah Pitcher
Kara Pytko
Jiaqi Song
Haley Young
Yue Yuan

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Zhanzhao Li
Saharnaz Nazari
Alejandro Palacio Betancur
Mohammad Saifullah
Pengxiang Zhang

COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES
Jessica L. Bozeman
Brandon Johnson
Yuwei Li
Nikki Shayna Orth
Kelly Sweeney

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Savanna Brittlebank
Adrianna Marie Noyes

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE, DUAL TITLE IN AFRICAN STUDIES
Tembi Charles

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE, DUAL TITLE IN VISUAL STUDIES
Dina Mahmoud

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE, DUAL TITLE IN WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
Hanan Alalawi

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Cho-Chun Chiu
Chonghan Lee

COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Azadeh Ahmadi
Jessica Anne Marie Gerthe
Meaghan Jean O’Shaughnessy
Sarah Michelle Roundtree

CRIMINOLOGY
Julia Diljavou
Jessica Mongilio
Jessie Lee Slepicka
Yiwen Zhang

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Jennifer Jackson
Susan Wairimu Kabiru Mahachi
Gozde McLaughlin
Phoebe Lorraine Quaynor
Kara Helen Roop Miheretu

ECOLOGY
Christopher Allan Custer
Francesca Manaua Ferguson
Amy Wrobleski

ECONOMICS
Yedikhan Baigabulov
Kan Kuno
Kippeum Lee
Faqiang Li
Wenhao Li
Vasundhara Mallick
Han Loong Ng
Manuel Rojas Echeverri
Stephan Sagl
Vladislav Semerikov
Darshana Sunoj

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Bailing Lyu

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Shengyuan Chang
Sarbashis Das
Colin Mussman
Anna Stumme

ENERGY AND MINERAL ENGINEERING
Sikandar Azam
Amir Eskanlou
Madhav Patel

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering Option

Qitaoh Zhang

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND FOOD ECONOMICS
Gabriel Ricardo Lara
Maxwell Pohlman
Yongwang Ren

ENGINEERING SCIENCE AND MECHANICS
Ferris Isa Arnous
Seonmin Jang
Lauren Elizabeth Katch
Changhao Li
Muhammad Jahangir Khan Lodhi
Yuntao Lu
Aaryan Oberoi
Rahul Pendurthi

ENGLISH
Andrew Theodore Erlandson
Kayla Huxford
David Philip LeBlanc
Dillon Rockrohr
Michael Gabriel Young

ENGLISH, DUAL TITLE IN AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA STUDIES
Wendyliz Martinez
Eunice Toh

ENGLISH, DUAL TITLE IN VISUAL STUDIES
Rebecca Corinne Haddaway
Aaron G. Montalvo

ENGLISH, DUAL TITLE IN WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
Su Young Lee

ENTOMOLOGY
Nina Lynn Dennington
Anne E. Johnson
Sonu Koitrala B. K.
Stephania Sandoval Arango

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Hui Yang

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, DUAL TITLE IN BIOGEOCHEMISTRY
Devon M. Kerins
Katharina Pankratz
Kayalvizhi Sadayappan

FOOD SCIENCE
Sharon M. Nieves-Miranda

FOREST RESOURCES
Sadikshya Sharma

FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES, DUAL TITLE IN WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
Brooke Elyse Tybush
ECONOMICS
Nicholas Thomas Ryan

ENGLISH
Sydney Claire Zimmerman

MATHEMATICS
Sebastian Calvo

MEDIA STUDIES
Haniyeh Parhizkar
Jadyn Stuart

PHILOSOPHY
Maria Bermudez

SOCIOLOGY, DUAL TITLE IN DEMOGRAPHY
Evans James Ferstl

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Duk-In Choi
Yixian Liu

Master of Biotechnology
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Maryam Haitham Kadhim Al Najjar
Naomi Sue Kriner

Master of Business Administration
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mina Abdelmalak
Yuko Akiyama
Alexander Robert Albrecht
Matthew James Anderson
Faisal Aziz
Bryce Barrouk
Serena Wang Bitzer
Kyle R. Brown
Jacob Buckley
Shamika D. Caesar
Justin Conte Campbell
Caroline Hilton Carr
Nicholas Vade Casten
Nicolle Cheson
Thomas Austin Collier
Nicholas John Cortes
Brandon Allen Cowan
Laura Elizabeth Curcuru
Kristine O. Davidson
Frank Benjamin DeMarco
John Diamond
Michael Dimaria
Daniel L. Dutovich
John Elfar
Umar Farooq
Paul Feightner
Roshanthy Anne Fisher
Patrick Fitzgibbons
Benjamin Arthur Foringer
Leslie Anne Frakes
David Fultz Jr.
Mark Bender Gerstein
Edward N. Gharzouzi
Josh M. Gildea
Paul Alvin Gordon
Kevin Thomas Gulino
Annabelle Harlow
Gregory Matthew Harnsberger
Bradley Dean Harrold
Justin DeWitt Henson
Dylan L. Hetrick
Troy Jeffrey Hikins
Jorden Isaac Hoffman
Travis James Homer
Michael Paul Hughes
Manuel Isherwood II
Patrick J. Joyce
Min Y. Kang
Grant Joseph Kovich
Anthony B. LaMarca
Daniel Ray Lamborn
Luis Alberto Landois
Julian Andres Laverde
Ryan Marvin Le Grand
Jeffrey Learned
Andrew Alan Ledford
Richard John Lewis III
Scott Eugene Lindner
Samuel Alan Loch
Francis Michael Lumpkin
Brendan James Mansey
Fernando Luis Martinez
Connor Lewis Maust
Evan Robert McGoogan Sr.
Yvonne Meader
Andrew Meitner
Fallon Newton Morey
Michael Andrew Nelson
Rachit Patel
Ved Jayesh Patel
Lenuta Liliana Raileanu
Anpalehan Rajaratnam
Amanda Marie Reyes
Kristen Marie Rice
Daniel Joseph Rogan
Michael J. Romeo
Phillip Russo
Michael T. Salley
Rebecca A. Sassone
Bradley Charles Schommer
Sara L. Schupp
Kyle Joseph Sena
Kaitlyn Sengphilom
Jaikanth Seshasayanam
Edward Shaffer
Melika Sharifronizi
Curtis Patrick Shinoski
Divya Shukla
Anjal Siddhu
Nikhil Singh
Evangelos Humphrey Snyder
Connor Patrick Spiteri
Kavitha Srikumar
Matthew Leonard Strupczewski
Michael Szklanny
John Tong
Stephanie Parlier Troche
Ramani Venkatesh
Jon David Walker
Kyle Robert Whalen
Natalie Wilferth
Tanner Allan Witter
Jensen Wood
Dustin Matthew Wooden
Emily Catherine Young
Sarah Elizabeth Zeitler
Michael Jay Zurbrick
Rebecca Lucia Zurbrick

Master of Business Analytics
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Abdullah Rahaman Mohammed Aljoaid
Ali Alramadhan
Rawan Abdullah H. Alsabeh
FNU Anisha
Omogbolahan O. Awofiranye
Mrugank Pushkar Bagmar
Omar Sherif Ahmed Mohamed Barakat
Shoumak Barat
Caitlin Bethany Bertrand
Addyson Burchfield
James Steven Dalimonte III
Evan Francis Dorenkamp
Balasubramanian Ganeshraman
Shrenuj Guan
LaRee Anthony Hills
Yao-Ting Huang
Yilun Jiang
Bala Sainadh Kesana
Shantanu Anil Kota
Benjamin Paul Krantweiss
Jatin Kumar
Xiaoli Lin
Brodry Thomas Malone
Benjamin Patrick Merritt
Aman Mody
Rasika Rajendra Moharil
Nghi Ho Phuon Nguyen
Shannon Maria O’Flynn
Shadrack Tengeya Osero
Parnavi Ketan Patel
Vinay Kumar Patnaik
Deepika Sai Lakshmi Putha
Prenita Ramani
Prashanthi Regulavalsa
Kunj Savani
Sichen Shao
Zhenye Sun
Anirudh Sai Tanugula
Dylan Patrick Terry
Andrew Sisto Testa
Taylor B. Turrisi
Shivansh Walecha
Yeqin Wang
Qing Xi
Nina Yang
Jane Yun
Boyu Zhang

Master of Education
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Mansi Kankan
Semra Sonmez
Terence Marquis Venable

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Charlie Armstrong
Karen L. Arthur
Shannon Banzhof
Stephanie Barnes
Nichole C. Blasi
Cassandra Marie Caruso
Emily Margaret Fiebig
Erie Hoopes
Brooke Kloss
Zhenni Liang
Bailey Noelle Matush
Stephanie Elaine Paddock
Erin Kelly Savage
Alyssa Rae Smith
Angela Christine Spackman
Julia Tessitore
Grace E. Thompson
Michala Elizabeth Zembas
Leanne Elizabeth Zuech

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Julie Gough
Alexandra Marie Lorson
Kara Mancini
Kaitlyn Jo Milliken
Mashaal Rana
Cecily Anna Ryan
Christopher Seibert

HIGHER EDUCATION
Christine Anna Clouse
Caila Nicole Planagan
Josephine D. Heard
Michael Jerome Hersh
Richard Gregory Hull
Catherine Morgan James
Nina N. Kim
Eliza M. Marsteller
Adam William Ruch
Heather Rutten
Rebecca M. Schreiber
Thu Schuler
Marissa Lee Sprankle

LEARNING, DESIGN, AND TECHNOLOGY
Donnisha L. Boyd
Madison Danglo
Janet Christine Jones
Caitlin Mary McClain
Courtney Lyn Williams
Holly Deanne Williams

LIFELONG LEARNING AND ADULT EDUCATION
Kymberly Blanco
Annjeanette Irene Chaney
Kenneth Dueon Fox Jr.
Mark Andrew Kirchoff
Thomas William Kunnmann
Guy Maurice Meares IV
Benjamin Edward Pingel
Alvin Terrell Porch
Rigoberto Felix Torres
Daniel Steven Venton
Casey Lauren Yeagle

Global Online and Distance Education Option
Korin Wilk Brody
Dawn Gill
Michelle Tyson

LITERACY EDUCATION
Rebecca Anne Walseman
Special Education
Sarah Elisabeth Baumgartner
Holly Buck

Emily Campbell
Kelsey Marie Dickensheets
Erica Michelle Dimino
Emily Elizabeth Ernst
Morgan Hesse
Jinyan Liu
Claire Elise Mino
Rei Ueno Philippo
Rhian Ray
Rose Walley

TEACHING AND CURRICULUM
Marissa Ann Butts
Stephanie Kay Eyler
Cara Ann Garner
Navdeep Kaur Ghuman
Erin Rae Richard

Language Arts Option
Chelsea Lynne Moyer

WORKFORCE EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Jason Joseph Civitello
Ronald James Walsh

Master of Engineering
ACOUSTICS
Patrick James Crowley
Dylan Charles Fyler
Thomas Adam Pollack
Christopher Do Trinh
Daniel Jeremiah Young

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN
Samuel Millard Addy
Jacob Miles Dillon
Jason Mathew Honhara
Brian Jacob Matus
Xaymara Perez
Alfonso Saenz

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Darrian Jonathan Petrakis

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Joshua Edward Harkins

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Travis Scott Hughes
Xutong Wang
Kejiang Zhang

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Vincent Daniel Berrettini
Katherine Sullivan Fitzgerald

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Angel Omar Burgos-Espejo
Barbara Sayuri Godinho
Christopher Grant
Kelly Irene Mulcahey
Ancyarakanni Saravana
Ian Michael Taft

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Thomas Jarred Dabrow
Herbert Siegfried Mueller

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Jonathan I. Ayala
Sila Baykal
Dylan Wyatt Bendzynski
Lindsay Anne Bowman
Ryan Reise Brainard
Angeline Bernice Bryson
Christopher Andrew Doyle
Elleora Farris
Zachary Thomas Gabriel
Kathleen Nichole Hagen
Kevin Robert Henne
Mark Douglas Huebsch
Keith Derek Jones
Jared Michael Lawler
Jack Husang Lee
Russell Scott Lijjedahl
Justin Lance Lodes
Gregory Allen Luthman
Thomas Dean Lylle
Braulio De Jesus Matias Garcia
Michelle Patricia Nooteboom
Hugo Sebastian Nunez
Jinal Patel
Angel Antonio Perez Calzada
Tyler Joseph Shiber
Christopher Krishen Sookdeo
Joel A. Tavarez
Christine Rose Tomasic
Johnathan D. Van Winkle

Master of Engineering Management
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Robert Kamil Adamski
Mamadou Bah
Robert Daniel Brockway Jr.
Mathew Cyriac Clement
Michelle Margaret Contreras
Julie Slaughter Doyle
Cameron Allen Flemmens
Emily Koniza Garrett
Liam Geoghan
Kayla Gomes
Christopher Eric Hallahan
Jared Travis Johnson
Nicholas Philip Karnow
Luke Montgomery Lindeman
Jose Luis Lopez Jr.
Patrick Thomas Lyon
Ian William McCandless
Daniel Curtis Nesteruk
Huda O’Mari
S Joseph Orrico
Carl Mark Satton II
Michael Stephen Seal
Abhijit Sheth
Danielle Lena Shivers
Norbert W. Ung
Joshua Wilson
Rebecca Polum Wong
Shijie Zhao
Master of Enterprise Architecture
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE AND BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Tanzeem Ahmad
Renee Nicole Drobek
Rajiv Jahagirdar
Arun Vikram Palaniappan
Sukesh Sabbani
Stacy Lynn Sheridan

Master of Finance
FINANCE
Alejandra Azucena Arauz
John David Carr
George Luther Dyche Jr.
Ping Lu
Melissa Ashley Mohammed
Zachary Rozes
Thomas Toohig
Yuetao Wang
Zachary Cronin Yates
Eric Godfrey Zimmermann

Master of Fine Arts
ART
Negar Dehghan

THEATRE
Lorena Sandoval Pinto

Master of Geographic Information Systems
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Joshua Eli Birndorf
Benjamin David Browning
Steven Robert Douglas
Kaitlin Marie Haynes
Ryan C. Johnston
Erica Louise Kundrot
Sarah Kwon
Samantha Rose McGeechay
Rebecca Pembleton
Jacob Mack Perryman
Meghan S. Pfaller
Kristina Rose Preucil
Carlos Alberto Serpas
Norah Katherine Stapleton
Cynthia D. Valen

Geodesign Option
Giovanni William Dassa

Geospatial Intelligence Option
Vanessa Self Miller
Brielle Gina Schultz
Evan Payne Sutton
Nina Yin

Master of Management
CORPORATE INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Fabio Barboza Cabral
Michael Adam Crough
Zane Emerson Davis
Richard Lee Gilmore
Matthew Robert Gurniak
Alexis Lynn Hauser
Nadezhdha Jeffery
Michael Anthony Liotta
Justus William Francis Martin
Alexandria Martinez
Amidu Mac Morrison
Barry Walter Powsloski
Glynnis Woolridge

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
Rosa Marie Barringer
Caitlin Emily Belevino
Jeriah Ebling
Pravin Kumar Iniyabothan
Tony F. Minaya
Richard G. Rocco

Master of Manufacturing Management
QUALITY AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT
Brennon M. Anderson-Heinemann
Justin Michael Fox Hockenberger
Benjamin Joseph Kuvshinikov
Justin LeDonne

Master of Marketing
MARKETING ANALYTICS AND INSIGHTS
David Fesenmaier
Lindsay Morgan Schoeffler

Master of Professional Accounting
ACCOUNTING
Sophia de Groen
Madison Lynn Duncan
Catherine Grace Eissler
Dan Kahn
Lisa Ann Nevada
Ruijie Tao

Master of Professional Studies
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Riley Vincent Froehlich
Savitha V. Kolar
Dilan Patel
Vicente James Caballero Perez
Deependra Singh Rawat

Master of International Affairs
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Spencer Ferguson Decuir
Key One Jung
Keren Masangu
Joshua Richard Rayne

Luke Allan Webb
Bradley Schies

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Luc Martial Nicoise Codjo Assogba
Shanna T. Carkhum
Isaac Allen Jensen
Kathleen E. Littlepage
Megan Leigh Truesdail

CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
Robert Francis Altick
Sydney J. McDaniel
Dahlia June VanDorick
Wei Yang Wang

CYBERSECURITY ANALYTICS AND OPERATIONS
Shaunm Alam
Anaica S. Guerrier
Christopher Padilla Hendricks
Bradley Janota
Jared Adam Kepner
Abneris M. Lugo
Tyler Pace
Gil Wilson Palacio
Markus Sebastian Rybak
Zachary David Glen Waldron
Jeffrey Yestrumskas

DATA ANALYTICS
Zachary A. Davis
Andrew Steven Durning
Lyndsey Paige Martorana
Alan Duke Wellington

Ecosystem Management and Administration
Travis Alexander Chilton
Nathaniel Ellis
Robin Emelshainz
Wing Fung Lau
Christina Samantha Litas
Christopher Sahr
Phillip Thomas

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Kelly Swindle

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE AND BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Michael Lewis
Thomas James Omalley

HOMELAND SECURITY
Lauren Marie Loverin
Leah Martin
Cody Michael Roller
Donovan Tyler Smith

Counterterrorism Option
McCord Thorley

Cyber Threat Analytics and Prevention Option
Daniel Low
Ryan Marchini
Kyle Chase McFerran
Lingsheng Meng
Marcus Christopher Perovich
Niveditha Sappa Veena Venkata
Adim A. Seeler
Joshua Ronald Smay
Samantha Danielle Splendido
Matthew Michael Williams

METEOROLOGY AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Kiley Quinn Allen
Samuel Brandt
Brandon Antonio Garcia
Laura Brook Helock
Quinlan Mulhern
Nicholas A. Norman
Lydia Kate Spychalla
Song Zhang

NEUROSCIENCE
Yash Atin Kulkarni
John Tyler Kundrat

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Casey Albert Emler
Dalia Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Sayed Ahmed

PATHOBILOGY
Pedram Zarei

PHYSICS
Shiksha Pandey
Kara Nicole Whitaker

PLANT PATHOLOGY
Nicholas Harlan Gabel
Maria Sophia Kidd
Crosley Kudla-Williams

PSYCHOLOGY
Adam Calderon
Destiny Rose Hemsey
Moussa Abdallah Kousa

RECREATION, PARK AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Scott James Fairley
Yuanxun Wei

RECREATION, PARK AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT, DUAL TITLE IN TRANSDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
Timothy Edgar Benally

SOIL SCIENCE
Stephen Carl Dadio

SPATIAL DATA SCIENCE
Alistair Andrulis
Caitlin River Birdsong
Rochelle Dressel
Ifat Jahan Hoque
Joshua Johnson
Lance Daniel Lee
Evan J. Nielsen
Ke Chun Shen
Shaowei Ying

STATISTICS
John Mattiace

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES SCIENCE
Sara Beth Isgate
Andrew T. Ross
Morgan Beth Zaworsky

Master of Software Engineering
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Julio Aira IV
Sushrut D. Bansod
Manali Bhattacharyya
Joshua Bryan Bonner
Liam Boston
Joseph F. Brindisi
Sampson Eugene Crooks Jr.
Deborah Anne Marie Freiber
Zachery William Kampmann
James Nicholas Keenan
Sean P. McNally
Michael Joseph Parzygnat
Javier Rodriguez
Mohd Al Shahriar Rokon
Alexandros Sfikas
Ko Fi Shang
Dalton Sebastian Silko
Marlene Mistica Sy
Jack Connor Taylor
Jema Unger
Kurt Henry Urban Jr.

Master of Supply Chain Management
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Robert H. Barbosa
William Lee Bernheisel
Kyle Christensen
Joseph Michael Cordaro
Megan Elizabeth Dubien
Heidi Seyler Dwornicki
Erik Forsman
Julia Lynn Friel
Meredith Margaux Gironta
Christine Anne Factoriza Habulan
Kimberly Lorraine Holmes
Mitchell Erik Johansson
Anand Kalathil
Daniel Louis Kiefer
Baysah C. Korti
Jayleen M. Latimer-Walpole
Tristen M. Lewis
Thomas Lyons
Christine Nicole Mundorf
Sean Robert ORourke

Matthew Amar Price
Blake Andrew Reasons
Michael Adam Taylor
Brice Whitney Thomas II
Benjamin Jeremy Wright

Master of Taxation
TAXATION
Gabriella Feldenzer

Casey Albert Emler
Dalia Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Sayed Ahmed

John Tyler Kundrat

Nicholas Harlan Gabel
Maria Sophia Kidd
Crosley Kudla-Williams

Sushrut D. Bansod
Manali Bhattacharyya
Joshua Bryan Bonner
Liam Boston
Joseph F. Brindisi
Sampson Eugene Crooks Jr.
Deborah Anne Marie Freiber
Zachery William Kampmann
James Nicholas Keenan
Sean P. McNally
Michael Joseph Parzygnat
Javier Rodriguez
Mohd Al Shahriar Rokon
Alexandros Sfikas
Ko Fi Shang
Dalton Sebastian Silko
Marlene Mistica Sy
Jack Connor Taylor
Jema Unger
Kurt Henry Urban Jr.

Robert H. Barbosa
William Lee Bernheisel
Kyle Christensen
Joseph Michael Cordaro
Megan Elizabeth Dubien
Heidi Seyler Dwornicki
Erik Forsman
Julia Lynn Friel
Meredith Margaux Gironta
Christine Anne Factoriza Habulan
Kimberly Lorraine Holmes
Mitchell Erik Johansson
Anand Kalathil
Daniel Louis Kiefer
Baysah C. Korti
Jayleen M. Latimer-Walpole
Tristen M. Lewis
Thomas Lyons
Christine Nicole Mundorf
Sean Robert ORourke
You’re a Lion for life…
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- LionPerks Discounts
- Career Resources
- Networking
- Exclusive Content

alumni.psu.edu/newalumni
J. Jeffrey and Ann Marie Fox Graduate School
Summer 2024 Commencement
2:30 p.m., August 10, 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Doctoral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Architecture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behrend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth and Mineral Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Human Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sciences and Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Affairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Liberal Arts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Valley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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